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Abstract
The two dimensional version of the Sen connection for spinors and tensors on spacelike 2-surfaces is
constructed. A complex metric γAB on the spin spaces is found which characterizes both the alge-
braic and extrinsic geometrical properties of the 2-surface $. The curvature of the two dimensional
Sen operator ∆e is the pull back to $ of the anti-self-dual part of the spacetime curvature while
its ‘torsion’ is a boost gauge invariant expression of the extrinsic curvatures of $. The difference of
the 2 dimensional Sen and the induced spin connections is the anti-self-dual part of the ‘torsion’.
The irreducible parts of ∆e are shown to be the familiar 2-surface twistor and the Weyl–Sen–
Witten operators. Two Sen–Witten type identities are derived, the first is an identity between the
2 dimensional twistor and the Weyl–Sen–Witten operators and the integrand of Penrose’s charge
integral, while the second contains the ‘torsion’ as well. For spinor fields satisfying the 2-surface
twistor equation the first reduces to Tod’s formula for the kinematical twistor.
Introduction
It is well known that one cannot associate gauge-independent energy-momentum (and angular
momentum) density with the gravitational ‘field’; i.e. any such expression is pseudotensorial or, in
the tetrad formalism of gravity, depends on the tetrad field too. For asymptotically flat spacetimes,
however, one can define the total energy-momentum [1-3]. One of the most important results of the
last decade in the classical relativity theory is the better understanding of the energy-momentum
of localized gravitating systems, especially the proof of the positivity of the ADM and Bondi–Sachs
masses [4-8]. These results can naturally be recovered from the spinorial Sparling equation if on the
hypersurfaces extending either to spatial or null infinity the 3 dimensional Sen connection is used
[9,10]. This Sen connection seems therefore to be the ‘natural’ connection on these hypersurfaces
in the energy-momentum problems of gravity.
These successes inspired several relativists to search for expressions of the gravitational
energy-momentum at the quasi-local level; i.e. to associate these physical quantities with closed
spacelike 2-surfaces [11-25]). The definition of the quasi-local energy-momentum, however, is far
from being so obvious as for example the Bondi–Sachs energy-momentum. There are several
inequivalent proposals for it [26], and it is not clear how they are related to each other. The
usual formalism to carry out the calculations in the spinorial constructions [18-25] is the elegant
GHP formalism [27-29]. Since however its form is not covariant, the geometric content of the
expressions is not always obvious and a lot of experience is needed to ‘see’ the geometric content.
The covariance of a formalism may help and suggest why and what to calculate. Furthermore,
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since the 3 dimensional Sen connection seems to be ‘natural’ in the energy-momentum problems
of gravity, one might conjecture that the two dimensional version of the Sen connection has also
significance in general relativity [30]. Thus in the present paper, which is intended to be the first
of a four paper series, we would like to develop such a covariant spinor formalism that might be
the 2 dimensional version of the usual Sen connection and in which the various constructions can
be compared. This formalism may help to find the ‘most natural’ quasi-local energy-momentum
expression; or at least yields a better understanding of the energy-momentum problems of general
relativity by giving new insight into the geometry of the spacelike 2-surfaces.
In the first two sections we review the geometry of spacelike 2 dimensional submanifolds,
introduce the 2 dimensional version of the Sen operator and calculate its curvature and torsion.
Then, in section 3, we discuss the algebra of surface spinors and find a complex metric γAB on
the space of spinors. γAB will have fundamental importance in what follows. In section 4 the
spinor form of the 2 dimensional Sen operator will be discussed, and, in section 5, we extend the 2
dimensional covariant differentiation to spinors. We will see that the 2 dimensional Sen connection
is not simply a copy of the 3 dimensional one in one less dimensions. An important difference
between the one and two co-dimensional submanifolds is that while in the one co-dimensional case
the normal is uniquely determined, in the two co-dimensional case there is a 1 parameter family
of unit normals, and as a consequence of this ‘boost gauge freedom’ the 2 dimensional Sen (and
spin) connection has always a ‘normal’ piece as well.
In section 6 the irreducible chiral parts of the 2 dimensional Sen operator will be determined.
They are precisely the right and left handed parts of the 2-surface twistor and the 2 dimensional
Weyl–Sen–Witten operators, where the chirality is defined by the γAB spinor. In section 7 we
discuss the 2 dimensional counterparts of the 3 dimensional Sen–Witten type identities. These
are identities between the 2 dimensional Weyl–Sen–Witten and 2 dimensional twistor operators
and the integrand of various quasi-local charge integrals of the curvature and the torsion of the 2
dimensional Sen operator. The Tod formula for the kinematical twistor is a special consequence
of them.
In the present paper we work out only the general formalism. This formalism will be applied
only in the forthcoming papers for the quasi-local energy-momentum, the quasi-local characteriza-
tion of pp-wave spacetimes and the gravitational radiative modes. Throughout the present paper
the abstract index formalism [28] will be used unless otherwise stated.
1. Two dimensional spacelike submanifolds
Let (M, g) be a four dimensional Lorentzian geometry with signature−2 and $ be a two dimensional
spacelike submanifold. Let ta and va be timelike and spacelike unit normals to $ being orthogonal
to each other: tata = 1, v
ava = −1 and tava = 0. (If $ is orientable and an open neighbourhood
of $ in M is space and time orientable, which will be assumed in the present paper, then ta and
va are globally well defined.) ta and va are, of course, not unique, there is the gauge freedom
t′
a
= ta coshu+ va sinhu
v′
a
= ta sinhu+ va coshu.
(1.1)
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(1.1) will be called a boost gauge transformation. The projection to the tangent spaces of $ is
given by
Πab := δ
a
b − tatb + vavb. (1.2)
A tensor T a1...arb1...bs is called a surface tensor if T
a1...ar
b1...bs
= Πa1e1 ...Π
fs
bs
T e1...erf1...fs . Specially qab := Π
e
aΠ
f
b gef =
gab− tatb+vavb is the induced (negative definite) metric and (in the non-abstract index formalism)
d$ = 12 t
avbεabcd dx
c ∧dxd is the induced volume element on $. Obviously, Πab , qab, d$ are all boost
gauge invariant.
For any surface vector field Xa let us define
δaX
b := ΠeaΠ
b
f∇eXf . (1.3)
Since δaqbc = 0 and (δaδb − δbδa)φ = 0 for any function φ, δa is the unique torsion free metric
Levi–Civita` covariant differentation. This is also boost gauge invariant.
To characterize the extrinsic geometry of $ in M certain boost gauge dependent quantities
have to be introduced:
τab : = Π
e
aΠ
f
b∇etf
νab : = Π
e
aΠ
f
b∇evf
(1.4)
are the (symmetric) extrinsic curvatures and let
Aa := Π
f
a∇f teve. (1.5)
Under a boost gauge transformation they transform as
τ ′ab = τab coshu+ νab sinhu
ν′ab = τab sinhu+ νab coshu
A′a = Aa − δau.
(1.6)
If the curvature tensors are defined by RabcdX
b := −(∇c∇d−∇d∇c)Xa and $Rabcd Xb := −(δcδd−
δdδc)X
a for surface vectors, respectively, then
RefklΠ
e
aΠ
f
bΠ
k
cΠ
l
d =
$Rabcd + τacτbd − τadτbc − νacνbd + νadνbc
taRafklΠ
f
bΠ
k
cΠ
l
d = δcτdb − δdτcb +Acνdb −Adνcb
vaRafklΠ
f
bΠ
k
cΠ
l
d = δcνdb − δdνcb +Acτdb −Adτcb
tavbRabklΠ
k
cΠ
l
d = τecν
e
d − τedνec + δcAd − δdAc.
(1.7)
The remaining six ‘irreducible’ parts of the curvature, tatcRaecfΠ
e
bΠ
f
d , ...,t
avbtcvd Rabcd, can also
be expressed by the extrinsic curvatures, the vector potential Aa and additional boost gauge
dependent quantities. However, they are rather complicated and we do not need them. Since
$ has dimension 2, its curvature tensor can be characterized completely by its curvature scalar:
$Rabcd =
1
2
$R(qacqbd − qadqbc).
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2. The two dimensional Sen operator ∆a
Let us define the 2 dimensional version of the Sen operator: ∆a := Π
e
a∇e. Obviously ∆a is a
differential operator acting on any tensor field and annihilates the metric: ∆agbc = 0. Let
Qeab := −Πer∆aΠrb = τeatb − νeavb. (2.1)
This is by definition boost gauge invariant, and for any surface vector Xa one has
δaXb = ∆aXb +Q
e
abXe. (2.2)
The action of the commutator of the ∆a’s on arbitrary functions and vector fields are
(∆a∆b −∆b∆a)φ = −2Qe[ab]∆eφ (2.3)
(∆a∆b −∆b∆a)Xe = −RefrsΠraΠsbXf − 2Qf [ab]∆fXe. (2.4)
The curvature and the torsion of ∆a are therefore F
e
fab := R
e
frsΠ
r
aΠ
s
b and T
e
ab := 2Q
e
[ab],
respectively. By (2.1) the torsion is built up only from extrinsic quantities, while the curvature
can be expressed by the intrinsic geometry of $, the extrinsic curvatures and the vector poten-
tial Aa (eq.(1.7)). The curvature can be reexpressed by the intrinsic curvature, the boost gauge
independent Qeab and its ∆a–derivatives and the field strength δcAd − δdAc of the Ac field:
Fabcd =
$Rabcd +
(
vatb − vbta
)(
δcAd − δdAc
)
+
+ 2∆dQc[ab] − 2∆cQd[ab] − 4Qe[ab]Qe[cd]+
+ gef
(
QecbQfda −QedbQfca −QaceQbdf +QadeQbcf
)
.
(2.5)
It might be worth noting that ∆a is a covariant differentiation in the sense of [31] on the pull back
to $ of the tensor bundle over M ; and its curvature, defined by −F abcdXbV cZd := ∆V∆ZXa −
∆Z∆VX
a − ∆[V,Z]Xa for any Xa and surface vector fields V a, Za, is precisely what we called
curvature. For connections on principle fibre bundles not isomorphic to a (not necessarily nontriv-
ial) reduced subbundle of the linear frame bundle of the base manifold the torsion is not defined.
Here the principle fibre bundle on which the 2 dimensional Sen connection is defined is the pull
back to $ of the linear frame bundle L(M). Thus the torsion of the Sen connection cannot be
defined in the strict sense of [31]. In fact, while the curvature F abcd is a gl(4,R) valued 2-form
on $, the ‘torsion’ defined in (2.3) is not an R4 valued 2-form on $. However, in the calculations
and formulae, e.g. in (2.3,4), 2Qe[ab] behaves as a true torsion. This is the reason why we will call
2Qe[ab] the torsion further on.
3. The algebra of 2-surface spinors
If tAA
′
and vAA
′
are the spinor form of the normals to $ then
2tAR
′
tBR′ = δ
A
B, 2v
AR′vBR′ = −δAB (3.1)
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and let us define
γAB := 2t
AR′vBR′ . (3.2)
It is easy to show that γAB is boost gauge independent, invariant with respect to the conformal
rescaling of the metric and
γRR = 0, γ
A
Rγ
R
B = δ
A
B. (3.3)
Thus γAB is nondegenerate and γ : S
A → SA : λA 7→ γARλR is an isomorphism of the spinor
space SA onto itself. Its eigenvalues are ±1, and hence γAB plays a role similar to the γ5 matrix.
Its eigenspinors may be called left handed and right handed with respect to γAB. The spinor
pi±AB :=
1
2
(δAB ± γAB) (3.4)
is the projection of the spin space to the subspace of right/left handed spinors: γARpi
±R
B =
±pi±AB. The right/left handed spinors are pure spinors in the sense of [28]. (I am greatful to
prof. H. Urbantke for this remark.) Right handed covariant spinors should be defined by pi−RS :
µR = µSpi
−S
R. This definition ensures that µS is a right/left handed covariant spinor iff µ
R is a
right/left handed contravariant spinor. The spinor form of the induced volume form on $ and on
the 2-surface element orthogonal to $ are given by
tavbεabcd =
i
2
(
γCDεC′D′ − γ¯C′D′εCD
)
,
tcvd − tdvc = −1
2
(
γCDεC′D′ + γ¯C′D′εCD
)
,
(3.5)
respectively. Thus geometrically γAB is the anti-self-dual part of the 2-surface element orthogonal
to $. γAB can also be considered as a complex metric on S
A. The null spinors of the metric γAB
are just the eigenspinors of γAB and hence (λ
A, γARλ
R) is an independent system iff λA is not
a null spinor. The group leaving invariant the complex metric γAB is isomorphic to Z2 × C∗,
where C∗ := C − {0}; and the group leaving invariant both the symplectic and complex metrics
is C∗. As a consequence of the existence of the extra structure γAB on S
A the decomposition
φAB =
1
2εABφR
R +φ(AB) of a spinor φAB is not irreducible any more. Its symmetric part can be
decomposed further as φ(AB) = − 12γABγRSφRS +
(
φ(AB)+
1
2γABγ
RSφRS
)
, the sum of the γ-trace
and the trace-free symmetric part of φAB. The elements of the spinor space S
A will be called
spacelike 2 dimensional spinors if a spinor γAB satisfying (3.3) is given on S
A. (These ‘surface’
spinors should not be confused with the one component reduced spinors [28] of the 2 dimensional
geometry ($, qab), which may also be called surface spinors.)
Let (oA, ιA) be a normalized spinor dyad such that
ta =
1√
2
(
oAo¯A
′
+ ιAι¯A
′
)
, va =
1√
2
(
oAo¯A
′ − ιAι¯A′
)
. (3.6)
Then γAB = o
AιB + ι
AoB and hence
γABo
B = −oA, γABιB = ιA. (3.7)
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Thus oA and ιA are null spinors, oA is left handed and ιA is right handed. Conversely, if oA, ιA
are left and right handed spinors, respectively, satisfying oAι
A = 1 then they form a GHP spinor
dyad adapted to $. The linear isomorphism γ : SA → SA can obviously be extended to the whole
tensor algebra over SA. Its action on the vectors of the complex null tetrad is
γ(la) = γ(oA)γ¯(o¯A
′
) = la
γ(na) = γ(ιA)γ¯(ι¯A
′
) = na
γ(ma) = γ(oA)γ¯(ι¯A
′
) = −ma.
(3.8)
Therefore a vector Xa is tangent to $ iff γ(Xa) = −Xa and Xa is orthogonal to $ iff γ(Xa) = Xa.
The spinor form of the projection Πab is therefore
Πab =
1
2
(
δABδ
A′
B′ − γAB γ¯A
′
B′
)
, (3.9)
and hence qAA′BB′ =
1
2 (εABεA′B′− γAB γ¯A′B′). The vectors la, na, ma and m¯a can also be charac-
terized as the coker of the projections pi−ABp¯i
−A′
B′ , pi
+A
Bp¯i
+A′
B′ , pi
−A
Bp¯i
+A′
B′ and pi
+A
Bp¯i
−A′
B′ ,
respectively. pi∓ab := pi
∓A
Bp¯i
±A′
B′ define a complex structure on the tangent spaces of $ and they
are the projections to the subspace of (1,0) and (0,1) type vectors, respectively [32].
For any spinor λA let us define
La :=
(
pi−ABλ
B
)(
p¯i−A
′
B′ λ¯
B′
)
Na :=
(
pi+ABλ
B
)(
p¯i+A
′
B′ λ¯
B′
)
Ma :=
(
pi−ABλ
B
)(
p¯i+A
′
B′ λ¯
B′
)
.
(3.10)
It is easy to see that La and Na are future directed null vectors orthogonal to $, Ma and M¯a are
complex null vectors tangent to $ and LaNa = −MaM¯a = 14 | γABλAλB |2 and εabcdLaN bM cM¯d =
− 116 | γABλAλB |4. {La, Na,Ma, M¯a} is therefore a future directed right handed complex null
tetrad adapted to $ unless λA is a null spinor. If λA becomes null then both Ma, M¯a and either
La or Na will be zero. The corresponding orthogonal vector basis is
T a =
1
2
√
2
(
λAλ¯A
′
+ γARλ
Rγ¯A
′
R′ λ¯
R′
)
Za = − 1
2
√
2
(
λAγ¯A
′
R′ λ¯
R′ + γARλ
Rλ¯A
′
)
Xa =
1
2
√
2
(
λAλ¯A
′ − γARλRγ¯A
′
R′ λ¯
R′
)
Y a = − i
2
√
2
(
γARλ
Rλ¯R
′ − λAγ¯A′R′ λ¯R
′
)
.
(3.11)
The length of these vectors is 14 | γABλAλB |2. If λA becomes null then T a and Za will be parallel
null vectors. Thus a single non-null spinor field on $ is able to define an orthogonal vector basis in
the Lorentzian tangent spaces. Similar statement holds for any nonzero spinor field on a spacelike
hypersurface [33].
The spinor γAB can be defined by intrinsic quantities too: if x
AA′ and yAA
′
are qab-
orthonormal vectors tangent to $ then JAB := 2x
AR′yBR′ = iγ
A
B. J
A
B, and hence γ
A
B also,
is rotation gauge invariant. The fact that γAB is globally well defined is a consequence of its
definition (3.2) and the globality of ta and va. If we defined γAB by the intrinsic properties of $
then it would not by definition be globally well defined. But, using its rotation gauge invariance,
it would be easy to show that it is, in fact, globally well defined.
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4. The spinor form of ∆a
The action of the commutator of the ∆a’s on a spinor field:
(
∆c∆d −∆d∆c
)
ξA = −RABefΠecΠfdξB − 2Qe[cd]∆eξA, (4.1)
where RABef :=
1
2R
AA′
BA′ef is the anti-self-dual part of the spacetime curvature, and hence
the curvature of the operator ∆c is the pull back to $ of the anti-self-dual part of the spacetime
curvature. In terms of the Weyl and Ricci spinors and the Λ scalar it is given by
FABCC′DD′ := RABefΠ
e
CC′Π
f
DD′ =
= −1
4
εC′D′
(
ψABCD − ψABEF γECγFD + γCDφABE′F ′ γ¯E
′F ′+
+ Λ
(
εACεBD + εADεBC − γACγBD − γADγBC
))−
−1
4
εCD
(
γ¯C′D′ψABEF γ
EF + φABC′D′ − φABE′F ′ γ¯E
′
C′ γ¯
F ′
D′+
+ 2ΛγABγ¯C′D′
)
.
(4.2)
Its contraction with the induced volume form:
FABcdt
evfεef
cd = −i
(
ψABCDγ
CD − φABC′D′ γ¯C
′D′ + 2ΛγAB
)
. (4.3)
To find the spinor form of the torsion and the expression of the curvature in terms of extrinsic
and intrinsic geometrical quantities, let us define
QEaF :=
1
2
∆aγ
E
Rγ
R
F . (4.4)
Then obviously QRaR = 0 and by the definition (2.1) of Q
e
ab and the spinor form (3.9) of the
projection one has
Qeab =
1
2
(
δE
′
B′Q
E
aB + δ
E
BQ¯
E′
aB′ +Q
E
aRγ
R
B γ¯
E′
B′ + Q¯
E′
aR′ γ¯
R′
B′γ
E
B
)
. (4.5)
Since Qeab = Qaeb (cf. eq.(2.1)), Q
E
aF has the ‘hidden’ symmetry
QEAA′F =
1
2
(
δR
′
A′ δ
R
F − γ¯R
′
A′γ
R
F
)
QAER′R +
1
2
(
εAF ε
E′F ′ − γAF γ¯E
′F ′
)
Q¯A′EE′F ′ . (4.6)
The spinor form of the torsion is therefore
TEE′AA′BB′ = −
(
εA′B′QAEE′B + εABQ¯A′EE′B′
)
, (4.7)
and the expression (2.5) for the curvature is
FABcd =
1
2
$RAA
′
BA′cd − 1
2
γAB
(
δcAd − δdAc
)
+
+∆DD′Q
A
CC′B −∆CC′QADD′B +QACC′RQRDD′B −QADD′RQRCC′B+
+QARR′B
(
δR
′
C′Q
R
DD′C + δ
R
CQ¯
R′
DD′C′ − δR
′
D′Q
R
CC′D − δRDQ¯R
′
CC′D′
)
;
(4.8)
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where $RAA′BB′cd is the curvature tensor of $. As one may expect, the torsion contains all the
information on the divergences and shears of the null geodesics orthogonal to $. In fact,
oAoBoR ι¯R
′
QARR′B = σ ι
AιBoRι¯R
′
QARR′B = −ρ′
oAoBιRo¯R
′
QARR′B = ρ ι
AιBιRo¯R
′
QARR′B = −σ′
(4.9)
are the familiar GHP spin coeffitients and the remaining contractions are zero. As a consequence
of the ‘hidden’ symmetry (4.6) ρ and ρ′ are, of course, real.
5. The induced 2-surface spin connection
To motivate how to define the action of δa on spinors let us consider the δa–derivative of the
complex null surface vector Ma defined by eq.(3.10):
δaM
b = ∆aM
b −∆aΠbfMf =
=
1
4
(
∆a(λ
B − γBRλR) + 1
2
∆aγ
B
R(λ
R − γRSλS)
)
(λ¯B
′
+ γ¯B
′
R′ λ¯
R′)+
+
1
4
(λB − γBRλR)
(
∆a(λ¯
B′ + γ¯B
′
R′ λ¯
R′)− 1
2
∆aγ¯
B′
R′(λ¯
R′ + γ¯B
′
S′ λ¯
S′)
)
.
(5.1)
Thus it seems natural to define the action of δa on spinors by
δa(λ
B ± γBRλR) := ∆a(λB ± γBRλR)∓ 1
2
∆aγ
B
R(λ
R ± γRSλS);
i.e. by
δaλ
B := ∆aλ
B −QBaRλR. (5.2)
δa annihilates both the symplectic and complex metrics:
δaεRS = 0, δaγRS = 0. (5.3)
Therefore the 2-surface spinor curvature, defined by
$RABcdξ
B := −(δcδd − δdδc)ξA, (5.4)
has the algebraic symmetries $RABcd =
$RBAcd and γAD
$RDBcd =
1
2εABγ
EF $REFcd; and hence
$RABcd = −1
2
γABγ
EF $REFcd. (5.5)
Calculating the action of the commutator (δcδd−δdδc) on the surface vector ΠAA′BB′λBλ¯B
′
we obtain
the spinor form of the curvature tensor of $ by the spinor curvature:
$RAA′BB′cd =
i
2
(
εA′B′γAB − εAB γ¯A′B′
) i
2
(
−γEF $REFcd + γ¯E
′F ′$R¯E′F ′cd
)
. (5.6)
This is the product of the surface volume form and the imaginary part of γAB$RABcd, and hence,
contracting with the volume form and using the expression of the curvature tensor $Rabcd by the
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induced metric and the curvature scalar $R, the imaginary part of γAB$RABcd can be expressed
by the curvature scalar $R and the volume form. To determine the full spinor curvature first let
us rewrite the commutator (δcδd − δdδc)ξA by (5.2) and (4.1) to obtain
−$RABcd = −FABcd +∆DD′QACC′B −∆CC′QADD′B +QACC′RQRDD′B −QADD′RQRCC′B+
+QARR′B
(
δR
′
C′Q
R
DD′C + δ
R
C Q¯
R′
DD′C′ − δR
′
D′Q
R
CC′D − δRDQ¯R
′
CC′D′
)
.
(5.7)
Comparing its right hand side with (4.8) we have
$RABcd = −1
2
γAB
((
δcAd − δdAc
)− $R
4
(
εC′D′γCD − εCDγ¯C′D′
))
. (5.8)
Thus the imaginary part of γAB$RABcd is, in fact, related to the curvature tensor
$Rabcd; i.e. to
the intrinsic geometry of $. However, its real part is an extrinsic geometrical quantity: the ‘field
strength’ of the vector potential Ae. Thus the spinor curvature is not the anti-self-dual part of the
intrinsic curvature of $. With this extension of δe from surface tensors to spinors we have extended
δe to arbitrary tensors: For any vector field X
a orthogonal to $ δeX
a = Πfe (δ
a
b −Πab )∇fXb. If (oR,
ιR) is a spinor dyad normalized by (3.6) then twice the real part of the spinor connection coeffitient,
Be := −oA∆eιA, is the SO(1, 1)-gauge potential: Be+B¯e = Ae, while the only independent part of
the SO(2)-Ricci rotation coeffitients is Be− B¯e = m¯aδema. The GHP spin coeffitients representing
the connection are related to Be by β = −Beme and β′ = Bem¯e, respestively. The curvature
associated with the action of δe on vectors orthogonal to $ is
1
2 (εA′B′γAB+εABγ¯A′B′)(δcAd−δdAc).
This result is in accordance with the following geometrical picture [31]: The surface $ defines a
principle fibre bundle over $ with structure group SO(2)⊗SO(1, 1) such that SO(2) acts naturally
on the tangent bundle and SO(1, 1) on the normal bundle of $. The principle C∗-bundle (B, $,C∗)
of the normalized spinor dyads satisfying (3.6) over $ [34] is its double covering bundle. Since
this principle C∗ ≈ U(1) ⊗ (0,∞)-bundle over $ is the pull back to $ of the sum of the principle
U(1)- and (0,∞)-bundles along the diagonal map $ → $ × $ : p 7→ (p, p), the curvature of any
connection on (B, $,C∗) must be the sum of the two curvatures corresponding to the U(1) and
(0,∞) subgroups, respectively. In fact, the real part of the spinor curvature is connected with the
(0,∞), while its imaginary part with the U(1) subgroup.
Finally contracting (5.8) with γAB and integrating for $:
∫
$
γAB$RABcddx
c ∧ dxd = 2
∫
$
dA+ i
∫
$
$R
1
2
tavbεabcddx
c ∧ dxd =
= 2
∮
∂$
A+ i
∫
$
$Rd$.
(5.9)
Thus for closed $ the real part of $RABcd does not contribute to the total, integral curvature; and
by the Gauss–Bonnet theorem the total curvature is 8pii(1−G) where G is the genus of $. This is
a simple, direct verification of the fact [28] that the integral for a closed $ of the imaginary part of
the complex Gauss curvature of $, given by K = − i2 tavbεabcdδcAd+ 14 $R in the present formalism,
is zero.
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6. The irreducible parts of ∆b
There are essentially two irreducible parts of the first Sen–derivative of a spinor field: the contrac-
tion ∆R′
RλR and
TR′RSKλK := ∆R′(RλS) +
1
2
γRSγ
EF∆R′EλF , (6.1)
the trace-free symmetric part of ∆R′RλS . The ‘γ-trace’ γ
RS∆R′RλS is not independent since,
because of the argumentation following eq.(3.8), γRS∆R′RλS = γ¯R′
S′∆S′Rλ
R; and hence, using
(3.9),
∆RR′λS = Π
A′A
R′RεAS∆A′Kλ
K + TR′RSKλK . (6.2)
∆R′
RλR = 0 is the 2 dimensional version of the Sen–Witten equation [5,9,10]. Recalling that under
the conformal rescaling εAB 7→ ε˜AB := ΩεAB the spacetime covariant differentiation is known to
transform [28] as ∇RR′ψA...B... 7→ ∇˜RR′ψA...B... := ∇RR′ψA...B...+ CARR′EψE...B... + ... −CFRR′BψA...F... −
..., where CERR′F := δ
E
RΥFR′ and Υe := ∇e lnΩ, it is easy to deduce the behaviour of ∆RR′ ,
QARR′B,.. etc. under conformal rescalings. In particular if λR has conformal weight w ∈ R (i.e.
λR 7→ λ˜R := ΩwλR under the conformal rescaling) then the conformal bahaviour of TR′RSK and
the 2 dimensional Weyl–Sen–Witten operators:
∆˜R′
Rλ˜R = Ω
w−1∆R′
RλR − Ωw−1λR 1
2
(
(1 + w)δKR δ
K′
R′ + (1− w)γKRγ¯K
′
R′
)
ΥKK′ (6.3)
T˜R′RSK λ˜K = ΩwTR′RSKλK + 1
4
ΩwλB
(
δBS γ
K
R + δ
K
S γ
B
R + δ
B
Rγ
K
S + δ
K
R γ
B
S
)
γ¯K
′
R′ΥKK′
+
1
4
Ωw
(
γRSλ
B − γBRλS − γBSλR
)(
(1 + w)δKB γ¯
K′
R′ + (1− w)γKBδK
′
R′
)
ΥKK′. (6.4)
Thus, in contrast to the four dimensional Weyl neutrino operator ∇R′R, the Weyl–Sen–Witten
operator ∆R′
R does not have definite conformal weight, while TR′RSK has zero conformal weight
if it acts on spinor fields of unit conformal weight. However if λR has unit conformal weight then
under the conformal rescaling the spinor
piA′ := −i∆A′AλA (6.5)
transforms like the secondary part of a twistor; i.e. Zα := (λA, piA′) is a local twistor [1] on $. One
can calculate the covariant derivative of a local twistor defined on $ in the direction tangential to
$; i.e. to define the 2 dimensional Sen derivative of any local twistor Zα = (λA, piA′) defined on $:
∆bZ
α := Πeb∇eZα =
(
∆BB′λ
A + iΠAA
′
BB′piA′ , ∆BB′piA′ + iλ
A 1
2
(1
6
Rgae −Rae
)
ΠEE
′
BB′
)
. (6.6)
Its primary part is TB′BAKλK + iΠAK′BB′ (piK′ + i∆K′KλK); and hence the primary part of the Sen
derivative of a twistor satisfying (6.5) is just the TR′RSK-derivative of the primary spinor part of
the twistor. Thus TR′RSK is precisely the 2-surface twistor operator. (Borrowing the idea how
the twistor covariant differentiation, ∇bZα, is defined [1] one can define the induced 2 dimensional
covariant derivative δbZ
α of Zα too. This, however, will not be used in the present paper.)
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It will be useful to introduce the following chiral differential operators:
∆±RR′ λR := p¯i
∓S′
R′∆S′
RλR, (6.7)
T ±R′RSKλK := p¯i∓S
′
R′TS′RSKλK . (6.8)
T ±R′RSK may be called the right/left handed parts of the twistor operator TR′RSK and ∆±RR′ the
right/left handed part of the Weyl–Sen–Witten operator. Any further application of the symmetry
operations and the projections on T ±A′ABR and ∆±R′R yields zero or is an identity; i.e. T ±A′ABK ,
∆±RR′ form the complete irreducible decomposition of ∆A′AλB .
Finally determine the GHP form of these irreducible parts. Let (oA, ιA) be a spinor dyad
normalized by oAι
A = 1 and (3.6), and define λ0 = λ1 and λ
1 = −λ0 by λA =: λ0oA+λ1ιA. They
are scalars of weight (−1, 0) and (1, 0), respectively [27-29]. Then the GHP form of the irreducible
chiral operators are
−ι¯R′∆−RR′ λR = ιRma∇aλR = ′∂λ0 − ρ′λ1, (6.9)
−o¯R′∆+RR′ λR = −oRm¯a∇aλR = ′∂′λ1 − ρλ0, (6.10)
−ι¯R′oRoST −R′RSKλK = −oRma∇aλR = ′∂λ1 − σλ0, (6.11)
o¯R
′
ιRιST +R′RSKλK = ιRm¯a∇aλR = ′∂′λ0 − σ′λ1; (6.12)
and all the remaining contractions are zero. Thus the GHP form of TR′RSKλK = 0 is the familiar
2-surface twistor equation [1,18-20]. The GHP form (6.9-12) of the irreducible chiral parts of the
2 dimensional Sen operator define differential operators on the Whitney sum of certain vector
bundles E(p, q) of scalars of weight (p, q), p− q ∈ Z.
−∆− :E∞(p− 1, q)⊕ E∞(p+ 1, q)→ E∞(p, q − 1) : (λ0, λ1) 7→ ( ′∂λ0 − ρ′λ1),
−∆+ :E∞(p− 1, q)⊕ E∞(p+ 1, q)→ E∞(p, q + 1) : (λ0, λ1) 7→ ( ′∂′λ1 − ρλ0),
−T − :E∞(p− 1, q)⊕ E∞(p+ 1, q)→ E∞(p+ 2, q − 1) : (λ0, λ1) 7→ ( ′∂λ1 − σλ0),
−T + :E∞(p− 1, q)⊕ E∞(p+ 1, q)→ E∞(p− 2, q + 1) : (λ0, λ1) 7→ ( ′∂′λ0 − σ′λ1).
(6.13)
Here E∞(p, q) is the space of the smooth cross sections of E(p, q) (see e.g. [34]). For p = q =
0 these operators reduce to the GHP form of the irreducible chiral parts of the 2 dimensional
Weyl–Sen–Witten and twistor operators acting on the space of the smooth covariant spinor fields
C∞($,SA) ≃ E∞(−1, 0)⊕ E∞(1, 0).
7. The spinor identities
Using (5.2), the commutator (4.1) and (4.2-3) one has the following identity for any two spinor
fields λA and µA:
1
2
γ¯A
′B′(∆A′Aλ
A)(∆B′Bµ
B) = δAA′
(
γ¯A
′B′λB∆
A
B′µ
B
)
−
−γ¯A′B′(∆A′(AλB))(∆(AB′µB))−
i
2
λAµBRABcdt
evfεef
cd.
(7.1)
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This is the two dimensional version [30] of the Sen identity [9,10]: apart from the total divergence,
this is a relation between the first derivatives of the spinor fields and the curvature, which is actually
the integrand of Penrose’s quasi-local charge integrals. Instead of the complex inner product of
∆A′Aλ
A and ∆A′Aµ
A one can start with their symplectic inner product. Then using (5.2), (4.1-3)
and (4.7) we have
3
2
εA
′B′(∆A′Aµ
A)(∆B′Bλ
B) = δRR′
(
µR∆R
′
S λ
S + µS∆R
′
S λ
R
)
+ εA
′B′(∆A′(AµB))(∆
(A
B′λ
B))−
− i
2
µAγA
KλBRKBcdt
evf εef
cd− (7.2)
− 1
2
(
2εRAµB∆R
′
S λ
S − µR∆R′(AλB) − µB∆R′(AλR) − εRAµS∆R
′(SλB)
)
εA
′B′TRR′AA′BB′ .
The second derivatives of the spinor fields appear only in the form of a total divergence again
[30]. However, in contrast to the identity (7.1), eq.(7.2) contains the torsion Trab of the operator
∆a too. If we integrate the identities (7.1) and (7.2) for the spacelike 2-submanifold $ which is
orientable and closed then the total divergences disappear. Expressing the ∆a operators by the
two dimensional Weyl–Sen–Witten and twistor operators we obtain identities between the integral
of the Weyl–Sen–Witten and twistor derivatives and the charge integrals of the curvature and the
torsion of ∆a:
∮
$
γ¯R
′S′
(
∆R′
RλR∆S′
SµS + TR′RSKλKTS′RSLµL
)
d$ = − i
2
∮
$
λAµBRABcddx
c ∧ dxd (7.3)
and
∮
$
εR
′S′
(
∆R′
RµR∆S′
SλS − TR′RSKµKTS′RSLλL
)
d$ = − i
2
∮
$
µAγA
KλBRKBcddx
c ∧ dxd−
+
∮
$
µK
(
δAKδ
B
R∆R′
LλL + εKRTR′ABLλL
)
εA
′B′TRR
′
AA′BB′d$.
(7.4)
The left hand side of these identities has surprisingly symmetrical structure. If pi1A′ := −i∆A′A
µA, pi2B′ := −i∆B′BλB and their spinor components are defined by piA′ =: o¯A′pi1′ − ι¯A′pi0′ then
γ¯A
′B′∆A′
AµA∆B′
BλB = −
(
pi
1
0′pi
2
1′ + pi
1
1′pi
2
0′
)
(7.5)
εA
′B′∆A′
AµA∆B′
BλB = −
(
pi
1
0′pi
2
1′ − pi
1
1′pi
2
0′
)
. (7.6)
The right hand side of (7.5) is the well known expression related to Penrose’s kinematical twistor
(eq. 9.9.29 of [1]), while (7.6) to the infinity twistor (eq. 9.9.27 of [1]). In fact, if λB is a solution
of the 2-surface twistor equation then identity (7.3) reduces to Tod’s expression of the kinematical
twistor [1,18,20]; while (7.4) is an (as far as we know) new identity.
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